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08/12/2022 
 
Re: Proposed Coumnagappul Wind Farm in the townlands of Coumnagappul, Carrigbrack, 
Knockavannia mountain, Barricreemountain Upper and Glennaneane mountain, Skeehans, 
Lagg in Co. Waterford 
 
Dear Resident, 
 
As communicated via previous project correspondence we, EMPower, are actively exploring the 
potential for a wind farm development opportunity in the Coumnagappul area of Co. Waterford.  
The Coumnagappul wind farms main Study Area is located approximately 16km northwest of 
Dungarvan. You will find more information on this proposed project and on EMPower at 
www.coumnagappulwindfarm.ie. 
 
 
The proposed project is now at a stage where all the environmental assessment survey data has been 
gathered and collated and the final ground investigations are underway. This has informed updates to 
the proposed project’s third design iteration as detailed in the enclosed project Newsletter.  
 
 
We will distribute future project information as the final design proposal is produced, and we approach 
a project planning submission. We hope that our project updates set out relevant information on the 
project design process and follows up adequately on some of the conversations and queries we have 
had to date with interested stakeholders and community members. 
 
 
To supplement the proposed project’s design process, we have also compiled a dedicated Online 
Community Consultation Exhibition. This is available at www.innovision.ie/coumnagappul and includes 
added design detail on topics such as landscape and visuals, transport and delivery routes and layout 
maps with added functionality. There is also an interactive 360° photomontage viewer which shows the 
project as it would look if built out from numerous vantage points around the projects Study Area. This 

can also be accessed from the home page of the project website www.coumnagappulwindfarm.ie.  

 
 
We will continue to make every effort to ensure that we provide you with all the information you need to 
fully understand the details of this proposed project, and we would welcome the opportunity to discuss 
any aspect of the proposed Coumnagappul project with you. Please make contact with the Project 
Team using any of the contact details below if there are any areas of the proposed project design you 
wish to discuss further or if you have suggestions on how we might distribute our project messaging to 
suit you best. 
 
 
 
Yours Sincerely  
 

 

 
Diarmuid Twomey,  
EMPower Managing Director 

Email:   coumnagappul@emp.group 
 
Website:  www.coumnagappulwindfarm.ie  
 
Exhibition: www.innovision.ie/coumnagappul 
 
Phone:   01 588 0178  
 
Write:  EMPower, 2 Dublin Landings, 

North Wall Quay, North Dock, 
Dublin 1. 
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